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About This Game

Dash across Scenic Locations destroying bug like creatures called the Flanx using 6 Unique Attacks that include Massive
Terrain Deformation and High Speed Barrages of Energy Blasts!

Caster is an intense 3rd person action shooter experience with pulse pounding music that will keep you wanting more!

Massive terrain deformation!

Use strategy to destroy hordes of bugs with a variety of unique behaviors and attacks

Bring trees back to life and collect energy to purchase upgrades

Upgrade your skills to run on water and jump hundreds of feet into the air

Pulse pounding music by Trance Emerson

3 levels of play (Casual, Normal, and Extreme)

2 playable characters

6 unique attacks
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Same mechanics as some flash games. Do not buy.. Like in City Skylines I'm rubbish at economics and making a profit but A-
Train seems even harder to make money. So I stuck it in sandbox mode and just practiced building and making timetables and
routes and I've never played it as a serious game since.
That's not to say it's not a great game. If you are like me and just enjoy planning and construction and making pretty cities and
watching them grow then its the best game going.
I set a big map, started in the middle and worked my way out. It's now months old and the map is almost full.
It's a great way to relax for an hour, working on lines and routes and watching it grow.
It would be nice if saved maps synced with your other devices. I play both on the PC and on my laptop and I have to copy the
saves across if I want to work on a map on another device.
Apart from that it's a great game and one I will be playing a long long time.. Ok, first things first, this game is fun. Since
political simulation games are a rare species, and this is one of the few of them, I normaly would recommend it to everyone who
likes this type of games. You really have to work to have your plans work out, no matter if it's economic grow, demographics or
military expansion. Especially the latter is hard to achieve, since you have to fight bad publicity both internationaly and intern.
The gameplay is very deep and it's very challenging to achieve your goals.

The graphics are decent. Not good, not bad, but still enough for this type of game. As for sound, that's ok too. I dunno if it's a
bug, but I hear the music of other games while playing this one (Distant Worlds).

The only reason why I don't recommend it is the simple fact that it has DRM. So you're not only limited to buy it on Steam here,
but also have limited activations and... hell, I just hate DRM. Way to go, thank you Eversim. Unfortunatly I haven't read it, else
I wouldn't have thought about buying it.

So, summerized:

Decent Game, a little buggy, but fun. I'll give it a 7\/10, because I like the genre and since this game is a rare specimen... and
subtract 7 points for the DRM. That's 0\/10 for you, until the DRM is patched out. As soon as that is done, I'll make a
recommention.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/QaafqGlg8F8

While I was recording the footage for my First Impressions video I was impressed at what 3 students was capable of and at the
same time baffled that the developers would expect a full $10 price tag for a game of this quality. While I do wish to give them
praise, as a YouTube Gaming Critic I have a duty to my channel and my viewers to put them first and unfortunately, Hero does
not live up to it's asking price.

Buggy, glitchy, and full of some exceptionally painful visual and graphical effects. Within the first half hour several elements
were introduced that were clearly meant to have some form of emotional impact, but I found myself having a larger reaction to
the fact the Dragon was forced to destroy the gate before flying over it. Also, the deaths of people that we have been given no
reason to care about, and then are expected to have a reaction towards. This is the underpinning of poor or incomplete story
writing elements.

The combat also is extremely bland and feeling like very little thought was given to it. In addition to that, the audio levels for the
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terrible voice acting is all over the place. Some moments glaringly loud while others I could barely even register that there was a
voice.

All in all it was impressive for 3 College students and this would be a very good $1-2 game. But at $10 it just doesn't have the
quality. Give this one a pass until the price comes down.. Misao is a 2D horror game centered around a set of students and a
teacher that takes place in Japan...where everything just goes wrong.

Graphics:
The graphics are, of course, 2D pixel style and a bit leaning towards the chibi side. There isn't much detail on the clothes since it
takes place in a school (you know...uniforms). I love the detail on the unique characters and how they match their character.
Another thing done well is the death animations for the sprites. Games back then would only use one or two animation sets to
portray deaths, or poor horror games would only use few. The design, however, for almost every death scene is grotesque,
disturbing, and detailed. This game also has 2D portraits to portray them during scenes. The drawings are pretty good and lean
towards manga-style. The lighting on this game is perfect. Not too dark, not too bright, and whatever scene it is: it is adjusted to
fit.

Controls:
Controls are pretty simple, same way as any 2D RPG game. Use the arrow keys to move character, use Z to confirm, X to
cancel, ESC or X to open up key items, then use arrow keys to switch between pages. You can hold SHIFT or C to run...or tap it
to quicksave. I don't like this quicksave\/dash personally, because there were a few cases I wanted to dash and not
quicksave...and I would have to exit the game in order to go back to the original save.

Story:
This story relates heavily on bullying, but it gives a different perspective on why things happened. You control either a male or
female (chosen at the beginning, and some scenes are different later as well!). You have dreams of a girl named "Misao" calling
you for help and to find her. During lunch time, you're chatting with your friend then your school is suddenly plunged to another
world...where everything just goes wrong and everyone's fear is tested. The class president who finds you says that this is due to
Misao's dilemma. Now you have to piece together stories and walk in Misao's shoes to understand what really happened to her
and her relationship with the other students. My opinion on the story? It captures the horror genre and bullying perfectly! I
would recommend bullies or those who were bullied to really play this for the story just for this reason!

Voice acting:
Not much voice acting, but there are some cases when voices are used. To me, everything was great...except for the male
protagonist's voice when being attacked or in danger. It just lacks...character...

Music:
The music wasn't really noticeable in my opinion, as it didn't stand out or make any difference of the scenarios. If anything, it
was ok.

Gameplay:
The gameplay is exploration-type that requires you to use items to progress. There are some items that you need in order to
avoid a few enemies. This game relies heavily on trial-and-error, as there are plenty of ironic deaths that can happen (which I
find quite humorous and yes, there is a section that shows how many you've found). Some things too are vague, like in order to
get one item you have to paint an item you already have, or to place an exact item in three different places. If you're a puzzle
enthusiast, I would recommend playing this game.

Another problem is it's hard to tell that there are hallways you can go through. It look me a long time to realize that some
openings in the walls are actually hallways. A dim arrow or more brightly lit hall would have been helpful. That's my only
problem with this game.

Overall:
Misao is an indie-horror gem on Steam that sets itself apart from basic horror games and that can stand alongside other classic
indie-horror games. With the atmosphere, detailed sprite graphics, many ironic-deaths, and detailed stories; Misao has a perfect
formula for a horror game. If you're a casual gamer looking to get spooked and want a great story at the same time, look no
further than (for) Misao.
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Pros:
-Story-rich game that is relatable.
-Detailed death animations.
-Great horror atmosphere.

???:
-Music.
-Many ironic deaths, which is because of trial and error. Personally, I found this funny.
-Ambiguous ways on solving some things. Recommended for semi-hardcore puzzle solvers.

Cons:
-Quicksave is the same as dash button.
-Hard-to-tell hallways.. An enjoyable route with good scenarios - Purchased in the "midweek" March sale and also because I've
lived opposite Severn Tunnel Junction in real life during my childhood watching many trains pass through the station.

This route is In need of an update as the old road bridge leading to the M4 access and moors was demolished in 2018 and
replaced. The station itself had been modernised with a new ticket office and foot bridge but other than that its very accurate for
the location.

All the other stations along the route are also accurate to my knowledge.. The clipping in the game while moving around is
terrible, and the quests appear to not work. I was standing right next to "Sparrow" for the first quest, and it was still asking me to
find her -- I also kept getting graphical glitches where a "rider" NPC would flash over the screen for a fraction of a second and
be gone. Would not reccomend this game, it is nothing like the original Wildlife Park, which has more of a roller coaster tycoon
sort of feel.. Nobody plays it maybe add bot matches. In my opinion this is a fantastic game to get started with the fascinating
world of VR. Thanks to the peacefully pace even people whom never wore VR goggles won't be overwhelmed with hectic
movements or eye straining effects.
The game world looks fantastic, in all three worlds are so many things to discover. The puzzles seem to be really simple in the
beginning but getting challenging and exciting real quick.

Seriously props to the devs. I had a lot fun!. Really only doing this review to get the Steam Awards nomination badge for 2018.
But this game is a great game, has stood the test of time and is one of my all time favourites. The graphics are old school (I
usually do not care about graphics so long as I can see and understand what I am playing), the game is isometric and turn-based.
A solid rpg experience with a huge world to explore, plenty of quests and side quests and of course a rich story. If you have
played other Avernum stories then this is perhaps too much of a repeat for you (small band of misfits\/future heroes venture out
to save their city\/king). Still, it is a stand alone game, no need to have played the previous Avernums 1-3. If you are an rpg fan
then this is one game that should be added to your library.
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Great music! game pictures don't do justice. Experience this awesome trippy thing. Also see Boxplosion and Blortasia.. I fell in
love with the shear scope of the X games when I happen upon X3. Then Terran Conflict and Albion Prelude came out and it
made things even better.

originaly X Rebirth was kind of disappointing. you had only one ship that you could pilot (which is still the case). it didn't seem
"right".

fast forward, and X rebirth has finally matured into a fun space sand box game. graphics aren't the best (namely the character
models) but the game plays well and is a lot of fun. there are many options to start the game, starting as a Merchant, Station
Manager, pirate, story mode, free play and so much more.

Give it a shot, watch some recent videos... Look forward to the epicness that will be X4 coming soon! (I hope lol). this game has
potential. what is really letting it down is unable to map a reciver, in the short time that i did have this game running i was trying
to map my reciever and it just was impossible. i was actually looking forward to seeing how the drones feel but i'm not about to
use a xbox controller when i have a $300 reciver. i do look forward to seeing how this progress but at it's current stage i can't
reccomend it as there a alot of better options out there.. Pretty fun game, combat is a bit unbalanced since a lot of mobs just
1shot you out of nowhere, the english is very broken and feels awkward to read (sometimes atleast). AND your waifus don't act
like waifus after you waifu'd them for the waifu archivement...waifu.

Other than that a pretty neat game which will hopefully develope further as time goes by.. Another game I really *wanted* to
like. The art is very nice, the controls were mostly good, the levels were alright... but the gameplay simply wasn't there.

The exploration is minimal for a metroidvania, the game is very linear. The fighting is simply boring, and sometimes completely
bugged. For example 9 out of 10 hits I landed on golems didn't register, I found myself passing through certain objects, a boss
kept summoning enemies on a loop at one time.

The game is also somewhat heavy on surprise deaths. Many times beams trigger alaarm, then once it's actually 1hit kill spikes,
and another it's literally lethal by itself. Or spikes suddenly popping through walls. Or laval at the bottom of a pit. Then it's
loading... and try again. Not really fun at any point, just feels like the devs wanted to "outsmart" the players in a "Haha, got you
didn't I?" sort of way.

All in all I didn't enjoy most of the game simply because it was linear and boring, but at the same time it felt so close to being
something actually good.

But because the gameplay itself is generally dull and boring, I can't recommend this title.. In a time where every multiplayer
aspect is over modernized with red dot sights and throwing knifes, this DLC takes it back to the basics with elements of the
Vietnam War with trenches, tunnels, rice paddies. The fire fights are closer, vicious and more violent then ever, Black Ops this
is not it's better.. Weather Lord: The Successor's Path is another awesome time management game in the Weather Lord series.
It's similair to the 12 Labors of Hercules, except better and more detailed, imo. It has an interesting story, nice graphics and
characters. As with most games in this genre, you gather resources, you build several different building types, use various power
ups and try to beat the timer. Where the Weather Lord series differs is the weather tools. Sun to dry up, clouds to grow, and
others. I highly recommend this game and series if you like the genre.
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